ESSENTIALS
MADE FOR RIDING

NEW PRODUCTS 2020
SHIRTS AND JACKETS
ENGINEERED FOR SAFETY
CE APPROVED

- BACK PROTECTOR
- XTM FIBER
- SHOULDER PROTECTORS
- OUTER MATERIAL

MADE FOR RIDING

CE APPROVED BY TÜV-RHEINLAND

VENTILATED PROTECTOR READY
FLIGHT JACKET

BLACK
JDF 5001

- Flightjacket US-Air-Force Style
- Outside Material Nylon Twill
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- JDF Windblock Membran
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- Protectorpockets for Back, Shoulder and Elbow
- JDM Wrench-Tool Metalpin
- CE certified by Tuv-Rheinland
MOTO SHIRT

CAMOUFLAGE
JDL 5009

- Outside Material 100% Cotton-Twill
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- Air-Vent System
- Protectorpockets for Back, Shoulder and Elbow
- Longer front/back cut
- CE certified by Tüv-Rheinland

BLACK
JDL 5006

OLIVE
JDL 5007

CAMEL
JDL 5008

DARK BLUE
JDL 5010
STANDUP NECK 0/1

- Outside Material 100% Cotton-Twill
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- Protectorpockets for Back, Shoulder and Elbow
- JohnDoe Premium Patch-Applikation

STANDUP NECK RIDING

BLACK
JHK 5001

BLACK
JHK 5002
PANTS
ENGINEERED FOR SAFETY
CE APPROVED

MADE FOR RIDING

HIP PROTECTORS
XTM FIBER
OUTER MATERIAL

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE KNEE PROTECTORS

VENTILATED
PROTECTOR READY
4-WAY STRETCH

CE APPROVED BY
TÜV-RHEINLAND
IRONHEAD MECHANIX

USED LIGHT GREY
JDD 2023

RAW
JDD 2020

USED BLACK
JDD 2021

DARK BLUE
JDD 2022

- Slimfit Cut with Stretchfunction
- Facing Bunch / normal rise / narrow leg
- Outside Material 10.5 oz Denim with 3% Lycra Super-Stretch
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Protectorpocket Knee height adjustable
- Protectorpocket Hip
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- CE certified by Tuv-Rheinland
CARGO STROKER

- Cargopant Worker-Style / 3D-Slimfit Cut with Stretchfunction
- Facing Bunch / normal rise / narrow leg
- Outside Material 100% Cotton-Twill
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Water repellent
- Protectorpocket Knee height adjustable
- Protectorpocket Hip
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- CE certified by Tuv-Rheinland

BLACK JDC 5001
OLIVE JDC 5003
CAMOUFLAGE JDC 5005

CAMEL JDC 5004
TROPHY

LIGHT GREY
JDD 3002

- Chinojeans Worker-Style / 3D-Slimfit Cut with Stretchfunction
- Facing Bunch / normal rise / narrow leg
- Outside Material 10,5 oz Demin with 3% Lycra Super-Stretch
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Protectorpocket Knee height adjustable
- Protectorpocket Hip
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- CE certified by Tüv-Rheinland

DARK GREY
JDD 3001
- Chinojeans Worker-Style / 3D-Slimfit Cut with Stretchfunction
- Facing Bunch / normal rise / narrow leg
- Outside Material 10,5 oz Denim with 3% Lycra Super-Stretch
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Protectorpocket Knee height adjustable
- Protectorpocket Hip
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- CE certified by Tuv-Rheinland
WOMEN
BETTY BIKER JEANS

LIGHT GREY
JDD 4009

- Classic 5-Pocket Jeans with Stretchfunction
- Medium high waist / close fitting from the waist to the hem
- Outside Material 10.5 oz Denin with 3% Lycra Super-Stretch
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% DuPont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Protectorpocket Knee height adjustable
- Protectorpocket Hip
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- CE certified by TÜV-Rheinland
- Outside Material 100% Cotton-Twill
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar Super-Stretch incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- YKK-Zipper Strong-Version
- Air-Vent System
- Protector pockets for Back, Shoulder and Elbow
- Longer front/back cut
- CE certified by Tuv-Rheinland
SHOES
- Motorcycle-Sneaker Vintage-Look
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont - Kevlar incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Outside Material Vintage Cowleather 1.1mm
- Water repellent and breathable
- 3-Point Protection (Ankle, Heel and Forefoot reinforcement)
- Reinforcement protection for shifting
- Water-Stop-Flap
- Oil-resistant, vibration-absorbing and non-slip sole
- Easy Entry YKK-Zipper
- CE certified by Tuv-Rheinland
- Motorcycle-Sneaker Lifestyle-Look
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont - Kevlar incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Outside Material Soft Cowleather 1.1mm / Kanvas-Twill
- Water repellent and breathable
- 3-Point Protection (Ankle, Heel and Forefoot reinforcement)
- Reinforcement protection for Motorcycleshifter
- Water-Stop-Flap
- Oil-resistant vibration-absorbing and non-slip sole
- Easy Entry YKK-Zipper
- CE certified by Tuv-Rheinland
Motorcycle-Sneaker Lifestyle-Look
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont - Kevlar incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Outside Material Soft Cowleather 1.1mm / Kanvas-Twill
- Water repellent and breathable
- 3-Point Protection (Ankle, Heel and Forefoot reinforcement)
- Reinforcement protection for Motorcycleshifter
- Water-Stop-Flap
- Oil-resistant vibration-absorbing and non-slip sole
- Easy Entry YKK-Zipper
- CE certified by Tuv-Rheinland
IRON

BLACK
JDB 1033

- Motorcycle-Boot Round-Toe Vintage look
- XTM Protection-Fiber 100% Dupont / Kevlar incl. Coolmax-Fiber
- Outside Material Vintage Cowleather 1.1mm
- Water repellent and breathable
- 3-Point Protection (Ankle, Heel and Forefoot reinforcement)
- Reinforcement protection for shifting
- Water-Stop-Flap
- Oil-resistant, vibration-absorbing and non-slip sole
- CE certified by Tüv-Rheinland

COLOUR
JDB 1032
DURANGO

BROWN / JEANS
JDG 7024

YELLOW / OLIVE
JDG 7021

BLACK / CAMEL
JDG 7022

BLACK / CAMOUFLAGE
JDG 7023

BLACK / BLACK
JDG 7025
TRAVELER

BROWN
JDG 7027

COLOUR
JDG 7026
JOHN DOE CAPS

- HERITAGE YELLOW
  JDP 1005

- CAMOU 1/0
  JDP 1008

- TIGER
  JDP 1002

- JDM 0/1 RED
  JDP 1006

- HERITAGE BROWN
  JDP 1009
CONTACT US

JOHN DOE
INDUSTRIESTRASSE 2B
65439 FLÖRSHEIM

GERMANY PHONE:
+49 6192 7034421

INFO@RIDEJOHNDOE.COM